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3 Lasernet 10.2.2 Hotfix 

Maintenance Report. 

The following fixes and enhancements are included with this version of 

Lasernet. 

If you encounter difficulty while using Lasernet, please contact us via the 

Create Ticket button in the support portal. 

 

Internal 
Ref. 

External 
Ref. Area Details Status 

295875 25767 Client (app) Improved validation coloring shift between statuses and tooltip when changing 
values in columns 

Fixed 

295360 25641 Config 
Server 

Added 'Reset Password' functionality for local users Fixed 

295905 25345 Config 
Server 

Fixed an “Operation time out” when migrating and importing large configuration with 
1 GB of overlays 

Fixed 

294645 - Developer Content in preview window, listed in resource view, was not updated visually before 
the file was re-selected, if the object was reverted or edited externally 

Fixed 

297241 - Developer Handle exceptions when opening configuration referencing unknown third-party 
.NET modules 

Fixed 

295901 24825 Form Editor Fixed an issue where preview mode would crash application Fixed 

296699 - Form Editor There was a duplicated list of fonts in the fonts tab of the rearrange settings dialog Fixed 

297051 - Form Editor The 'Save As' action for the Preview dialog did not include an extension for output 
filename properly 

Fixed 

293964 25393 Form Editor Fixed an issue addressing the printer profile for Printer Service module from the 
addPrinterProfile object in JavaScript 

Fixed 

296701 25875 Monitor Save dialog did not append selected extension when saving log Fixed 

295603 25688 OCR Editor Fix for error in forms list when showing 'Move to Index' dialog and rows are filtered Fixed 

296507 - OCR Engine Added support for a list of reserved names, in add or edit mode, for OCR Field 
names in OCR Engine 

Feature 
Enhanced 

295082 - SDK + 
JavaScript 

Added functions to get list of images and path to all resources from SDK and 
JavaScript 

Feature 
Enhanced 

295696, 
295904 

- SharePoint 
365 
Connection 

Added support for login domain for OnPrem REST and 'None' prefix for URL 
without /sites or /teams 

Feature 
Enhanced 

295906 25773 Text Filter Fixed broken handling of $0 (full match) in replace expressions Fixed 
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